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The world’s leading digital full-arch workflow

Chrome offers pioneering full-arch stackable guide 
technology and was developed for dentists who desire a pre-
planned, predictable guided ‘All-On-X’ type of surgery.

If you would like to try Chrome for yourself, for a limited 
period the Quoris 3D team is inviting dentists to take up 
their offer of a free case evaluation. Simply send a CBCT and 
retracted side-on and face-on photos and they will evaluate 
the case with you.

In its entirety, the Chrome service delivers anchored bite 
verification, anchored bone reduction, anchored site drilling, 
accurate anchored provisionalisation, and a method of 
transferring all surgical and restorative information for the 
final restorative conversion phase. 

Data suggest that 95% of all clinicians who try Chrome go 
on to use it a second, third and fourth time, so what are you 
waiting for?

For further information, contact Orla Sheehy, Sales 
Manager Ireland & Scotland, on +353 874512000 or Amanda 
Williams, Sales Manager England & Wales, on 07769 353598.

Alternatively, visit https://quoris3d.com or email chrome@
quoris3d.com.

Dental handpiece experts at your service

Truly one of a kind, family-run Quintess Denta has decades 
of experience, expertise and excellence in handpiece repair 
and maintenance. 

They are more than a repair or sales company; they are an 
integral part of your practice.

Quintess Denta guarantee high-quality services and 
competitive prices. Their restoration centre covers repairs 
to most popular handpiece brands, with expertise in fixing 
electric and air turbines as well as scalers. 

Quintess Denta’s technicians replace bearings, gears, 
O-rings and seals, and have a reputation for being able to 
repair even the most demanding of devices to the highest 
standard.

Quintess Denta thinks that alongside supplying excellent 
products, their clients deserve a quick, reliable and efficient 
service delivered with a personal touch. 

To find out more about Quintess Denta, contact Ian 
Creighton on +353 (0)1 691 8870, email ian@quintessdenta.
com or visit https://quintessdenta.com. Alternatively, request 
your FREEPOST repair pack at https://quintessdenta.com/
products/freepost-repair-pack-new.

Initial Medical is one of only a few UK companies currently 
providing waste disposal for used lateral flow testing kits (COVID-
19 tests).

Initial Medical is providing dedicated clear waste bags to customers 
for all used lateral flow testing kits, with the option of internal 
containers and external wheelie bins depending on the service 
required. It is also offering a safe and highly efficient collection and 
disposal service specifically for this type of waste.  

Lateral flow testing kits have been deemed chemical waste by 
the Department of Health, meaning that they require disposal by 
incineration in order to protect people’s health and the environment. 
With the vast majority of waste disposal and treatment centres 
across the UK currently at capacity due to the extra PPE waste being 
generated, Initial Medical has secured additional capacity at several 
disposal sites, to ensure it can help to meet the anticipated demand for 
the disposal of used lateral flow test kits.  

No matter what industry or type of business you’re in, if you are 
utilising lateral flow testing kits to provide COVID-19 testing for your 
workforce, find out how Initial Medical could support you with the 

safe and essential disposal of used lateral flow tests.   
Find out more by contacting Initial Medical today.
For further information visit www.initial.co.uk/medical or call 0870 

850 4045.

Essential waste disposal for used lateral flow testing kits
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